
Contact Us Now!

Core Competencies

At Marcus March Consulting, we specialise in providing customised business

solutions to companies across diverse industries. Our approach is to build close,

collaborative relationships with our clients, which enables us to gain a deep

understanding of their business requirements and implement successful strategies

to resolve those issues.

Leading Business
Consultants

Mission Statement

Website

Executive Summary

Lean Into Success: We Can Guide Your Business Transformation

Services
Strategic Planning and Execution

Portfolio and Project Management

LEAN Process Improvement

Digitisation and IT Implementations

Change Management

Transformational Planning and Execution

Industries
Non-For-Profit

Small Business and Start-Ups

Corporate

Government

Contact Info
POC

Gina Marchetti

Marcello Marchetti

Email

gina@marcusmarchconsulting.com.au

marcello@marcusmarchconsulting.com.au

Phone

0414344089

0458182076

Website

https://www.marcusmarchconsulting.com 

Differentiators
At Marcus March Consulting,

we work closely with our clients,

so that we understand their

environment. We become one

of the team and build a

bespoke approach that delivers

the solution across people,

process and tool.

Testimonials
“Gina is an exceptional Business Improvement Transformation Manager with a proven history of leading businesses to

achieve optimal outcomes through intelligent use of IT solutions (process improvement identification and delivery) and

successful management of change associated with major SAP ERP implementations (process design, training delivery/co-

ordination, data preparation, business support.” - John Zahra, IT Applications Manager at GFG Alliance, Australia

“Gina is a professional program manager with deep understanding of processes and rigor required to deliver. She is

commercially minded and has a customer focused mindset. She can manage effectively both IT and Business process

improvement projects and is not afraid to challenge the status quo when and if needed. Because of her ability to manage

both IT and BPI projects, she has developed excellent skills to deep deploy the processes though system mitigation.”

- Vik, Bansal Group CEO and Managing Director at Boral, Chairman.

“March provided excellent support to the Carrapateena and Prominent Hill operations over the recent integration period

building strong relationships with the GMs at both sites and supporting Prominent Hill in the later stages of the

integration plan. His engagement helped the site with early BOS enablement and he helped deliver on a range of

improvements and activity that supported the site through this significant period of change. Thanks March for all the effort, it

is appreciated.” - Michael McKay, Head of Technical Portfolio BHP

Experience

Let’s have a no-obligation chat.
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